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ABSTRACT The analysis of the three-dimensional structure of tissue, cells and cellular constituents play a major role in biomedical research. Three-dimensional images, acquired by confocal fluorescence microscopes play a key role in this analysis. However, the imaging properties of these microscopes give rise to diffraction-induced blurring phenomena. These distortions hamper subsequent quantitative analysis. Therefore, restoration algorithms that invert these distortions will improve these analyses. We have tested the performances of the Richardson-Lucy, and the ICTM algorithm in a simulation experiment and found a strong dependency of their performances on the signal-to-noise ratio of the image. We propose a pre-filtering to reduce the noise in the image without hampering the object. We have applied a Gaussian filter and a median filter prior to the restoration, and compensate for this extra blurring of the Gaussian in the restoration procedure. We will show how this pre-filtering improves the performance of the restoration algorithms. The experiments were performed on spheres convolved with a confocal point spread function and distorted with Poisson noise. keywords: Image restoration, Richardson-Lucy, iterative constrained Tikhonov-Miller, Gaussian filtering, median filtering, quantitative comparison



1. INTRODUCTION The analysis of the three-dimensional structure of tissue, cells and cellular constituents play a major role in biomedical research. Three-dimensional images, often acquired with confocal fluorescence microscopes are vital to this analysis. However, the imaging properties of a confocal microscope give rise to a blurring phenomenon similar to the one in a conventional microscopy, but with a reduced range. The resulting distortions hamper subsequent quantitative analysis. Therefore, operations that invert the distortions of the microscope will improve this analysis. This inversion in the presence of noise is known to be a very difficult problem. In fact, the restoration of information that is severely suppressed by this blurring, is known to be an ill-posed problem1. Therefore, a priori knowledge about the noise and object will regularize the restoration. In this paper, we investigate the Richardson-Lucy and iterative constrained Tikhonov-Miller (ICTM) algorithm. The ICTM algorithm is based on a linear system model that describes the imaging properties of a confocal fluorescence microscope. In this model, the image is a convolution of the object with the point spread function of the microscope and distorted by additive Gaussian noise. This image formation model breaks down on images with a low signal-to-noise ratio, where the additive noise model is a poor description of the actual photon-limited image recording. Under these circumstances, the noise characteristics are better described by a Poisson process, which motivates the use of restoration methods optimized for Poisson noise
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distorted images, like The Richardson-Lucy algorithm. This algorithm computes the maximum likelihood estimator for the intensity of object which has been convolved with a point spread function and distorted with Poisson noise. In previous work2 we found that the performance of these image restoration is strongly dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the acquired image. The noise in a confocal image is commonly dominated by noise induced by photon counting. Therefore the collection of more photons by increasing the acquisition time or the intensity of the laser excitation light will increase the SNR. However, it is not always possible to optimize the SNR of the acquired image. Limits on the total acquisition time, saturation of the fluorescence molecules, bleaching, attenuation, and the limited dynamic range of the detector system, can limit the SNR of the acquired image. We have therefore investigated filtering techniques that decrease the amount of noise by suppressing those parts of the image spectrum that do not contain any signal information (or where the noise contribution is far larger than the signal contribution). These frequencies will prevent signal recovering and only amplify noise in the final result. We propose two methods to suppress these (high frequency) parts of the spectrum: by convoluting the recorded image with a Gaussian, and by filtering it with a median filter. Although, both the median and Gaussian filter will mainly suppress high frequencies, lower (object) frequencies are also effected. However, being a linear filter, we can compensate for the extra blurring imposed by the Gaussian filter on the image by convolving the PSF with the same Gaussian. We have tested these pre-filtering techniques for both the Richardson-Lucy algorithm and ICTM algorithm in a simulation experiment. In this experiment we convolved a sphere with a computed confocal PSF and tested the performance of these algorithms as function of the signal-to-noise ratio. The performances were measured with the mean-square-error and IDivergence distance measures.



2. IMAGE RESTORATION 2.1 Image acquisition A confocal microscope acquires an image of an object by scanning the object in three dimensions. At each point of the image, the emitted fluorescence light from the object is focused on the detector. This light is converted by a photo multiplier tube (PMT) into an electrical signal, and represented by a discrete value after an A/D conversion. The incoherent nature of emitted fluorescence light allows us to model the image formation of the confocal fluorescence microscope as a convolution of the object function f(x) with the point spread function (PSF) of the microscope h(x), with x being a three-dimensional coordinate in the space X. The image g(x) formed by an ideal noise-free confocal fluorescence microscope can thus be written as



g x =



X



h x − χ f χ dχ



(1)



However, noise induced by photon-counting (Poisson noise), by the readout of the detector (Gaussian), and by the analog-todigital conversion (uniform), disturbs the image g(x). Furthermore, it is common in fluorescence microscopy to measure a non-zero background level, arising from auto-fluorescence, inadequate removal of fluorescent staining material, offset levels of the detector gain or other electronic sources. We model the noise distortion and background here in a general form,



m x = N g x +b x



(2)



with m(x) being the recorded image, b(x) the background and N(.) the noise distortion function. 2.2 The Richardson-Lucy and iterative constrained Tikhonov-Miller restoration algorithms Generally, restoration methods yield an estimate of the original image f ( x ) given an imaging model, a noise model, and additional criteria. These criteria depend on the imposed regularization, and constraints implied on the solution found by the restoration algorithm. Although the methods we investigate in this paper share the imaging model, they differ significantly due to the different modeling of noise distortion on the image, imposed constraints and regularization.
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The performance of state-of-the-art PMT detectors is limited by photon counting noise. The image formation of the microscope is than described as a translated Poisson process3. The log likelihood function of such a Poisson process, is given by



L f =−



X



g x dx +



ln g x + b x m x dx



X



(3)



where we have dropped all terms that are not dependent on f(x). The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) f ( x ) for restoring f(x) given h(x) and m(x) can be found using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm4, which results in the following iterative formula,



f k +1 x = f k x 



h χ−x







h χ − x ′ fk x ′ dx ′ + b χ 



X X



m χ dχ



(4)



This iterative algorithm, often referred to as EM-MLE, was derived by Shepp and Vardi5 for image reconstruction in emission tomography and first adopted to fluorescence microscopy by Holmes6. The EM algorithm ensures a non-negative solution when a non-negative initial estimate f0 ( x ) is used. Furthermore, the likelihood of each subsequent estimate produced by the EM algorithm will strictly increase until a global maximum is reached. The EM algorithm (4) is identical to the RichardsonLucy algorithm7. The convergence of the EM algorithm has been observed to be slow, we have therefore used an acceleration method based on the idea introduced to microscopy by Holmes6. Rewriting equation (4) as



fkacc +1 = f k + α∆f k +1



with ∆f k +1 = fk +1 − fk



(5)



an α ≥ 1 has to be searched for that maximizes (3) under the condition that fkacc +1 remains non-negative. This condition restricts the maximum value of α to be searched for to



α max = min ∀x α x = − fk x ∆fk +1 x



∆fk +1 x < 0



(6)



The optimum value for α in the interval [1, αmax] can be found with a small number of Newton iterations. We have used only one iteration to find α, in which case the Newton iteration is equal to a Taylor expansion8. The iterative constrained Tikhonov-Miller (ICTM) algorithm is based on the assumption that the general noise distortion function N(.) can be modeled as an additive noise function,



m′ x = m x − b x =



X



h x − χ f χ dχ + n



(7)



with n the additive noise distortion with zero mean. Finding an estimate f x from (7) is known as an ill-posed problem1. To solve this ill-posedness, Tikhonov defined the regularized solution f x of (7) as the one that minimizes the well-known Tikhonov functional1



Φ f = m′ x −



h x − χ f χ dχ X



2



+λ f x



2



(8)



with λ the regularization parameter and



f x



2



=



X



f x



2



dx



the integrated square modules of f(x). Since the intensity of an imaged object represents signal energy, it is positive. To insure that the solution f ( x ) is non-negative, the Tikhonov functional has to be minimized in an iterative manner9. The ICTM algorithm finds the minimum of (8) by using conjugate gradients. The so-called conjugate gradient direction of (8) is given by



pk x = rk x + γ k pk −1 x ,



γk =



3



rk x rk −1 x



2 2



(9)



with rk(x) denoting the steepest descent direction,



1 rk x = − ∇ f Φ f x = 2 



X



h χ − x m ′ χ − g χ d χ − λf x







with g x defined as f x convolved with the PSF h(x). A new conjugate gradient estimate is now found with



fk +1 x = f x + β k pk x



(10)



After each iteration the ICTM algorithm imposes its non negativity constraint by setting all negative intensities to zero. Therefore, the optimal ßk can not be calculated analytically but must be searched for iteratively. In our implementation, we have used three Newton iterations to find the step size ßk, which is a faster method than the golden section rule line-search we used previously2,8. The ICTM algorithm, therefore, consists of a main iterative loop in which the conjugate directions are computed, and a sub-iterative loop in which ßk is optimized. The latter requires one blurring operation per sub-iteration. Image Acquisition
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the incorporation of the proposed Gaussian pre-filtering in an image restoration procedure 2.3 Pre-filtering: Improving the restoration under noisy conditions From previous experiments10, we observed that the performance of the Richardson-Lucy and the ICTM algorithms are strongly dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the acquired image. Furthermore, these experiments show that the estimate f ( x ) produced by the Richardson-Lucy algorithm is very sensitive to noise, whereas the ICTM algorithm produced a relative smooth solution, induced by a strong regularization. The obvious way to improve the result of image restoration is therefore to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the image. Given that the noise induced by photon counting is the dominant source of noise, this can be achieved by collection more photons per voxel. However, this is not always possible, limits on the total acquisition time, saturation of the fluorescence molecules, bleaching, attenuation, and the limited dynamic range of the detector system, can limit the SNR of the acquired image. We have therefore investigated two methods that reduce this noisy sensitivity after the image has been acquired by suppressing those parts of the image spectrum that do not contain any signal information (or where the noise contribution is far larger than the signal contribution). These frequencies will prevent signal recovering and only amplify noise in the final result. We have suppressed these (high frequency) parts of the spectrum with two methods: by convolving the recorded image with a Gaussian, and by filtering it with a median filter. Although, both the median and Gaussian filter will mainly suppress high frequencies, lower (object) frequencies are also effected. However, being a linear filter, we can compensate for the extra blurring of the Gaussian filter by convolving the PSF with the same Gaussian, as shown in Figure 1. This compensation for
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the blurring imposed by the Gaussian per-filtering can not be used for the median filter, as this is not a convolution filter. However, the blurring of the median filter we used (with a size of three voxels in all dimensions), is less that of the Gaussian we used (with a sigma of 1 voxel). The blurring of these two filters of the edge of the sphere we have used in our experiments (see section 3) is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the spectra of the used sphere distorted by Poisson noise, and the spectra after filtering it with the Gaussian and median filter. 250 edge
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Figure 2. The blurring induced by the Gaussian and median filter of the edge of the sphere using in our experiments.
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Figure 3. The lateral Fourier spectra of the ideal image g(x) (object convolved with PSF), the noisy image m(x), and its median and Gaussian filtered versions.



3. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS We have performed a simulation experiment which tests the performance of the Richardson-Lucy and ICTM algorithm on restoring a sphere convolved with a confocal PSF and distorted with Poisson noise. The performance of the algorithms is measured with the mean-square-error and I-Divergence as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio.
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3.1 Object and Noise Generation We generated the spheres using an analytical description of their Fourier transform, as given by van Vliet11 in spherical coordinates u,v,w,



Ssphere



−6π cos 2πu + 3 sin 2πu u , v, w = r 4π 3u 3



(11)



with r the radius of the sphere. The Fourier transform of the sphere is multiplied by a Gaussian transfer function (sigma of 1 voxel in the spatial domain) to ensure bandlimitation. Generated in this way, the spheres are free from aliasing effects that arise from sampling non-bandlimited analytical objects below the Nyquist rate. The confocal point spread function has been computed using a theoretical model of the confocal image formation, which is based on electromagnetic diffraction theory12. This model takes important microscopic parameters, such as the finite-size pinhole, high apertures and polarization effects into account; lens aberrations are not modeled. For our simulations, we have selected the microscope parameters corresponding to typical working conditions: a numerical aperture of 1.3, a refractive index of the lens immersion oil of 1.515, an excitation wavelength of 480 nm, an emission wavelength of 530 nm and a pinhole size of 280 nm. These conditions result in a lateral sampling distance of 46.0 nm and an axial sampling distance of 162.4 nm, when the images are sampled at the Nyquist frequency. The performance of the restoration algorithms is measured as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio which we define as



SNR =



E ε



(12)



with ε the total power of the noise and E the total power of the object. The simulated images are distorted by Poisson noise. The noise is generated by using the intensity of the convolved sphere as an average of a spatially variant Poisson process. We have varied the signal-to-noise ratio of the simulated images by changing the photon-conversion efficiency. For a Poisson process, the variance σ 2 equals the mean, therefore the noise power in the image is equal to



ε = σ 2 = c −1



3 4 3 πr I 0



+ VI b



(13) 3



with c the photon-conversion efficiency (photons/ADU), V the image volume (µm ), Io the average sphere intensity (ADU) and Ib the average intensity of the background (ADU), and r radius of the sphere (µm). Using (12) and (13) the photonconversion can now be found with,



c=



SNR ⋅



4 πr 3 I o 3 4 πr 3 I 2 o 3



+ VIb



(14)



3.2 Performance Measures We have used the mean-square-error (MSE) and the I-Divergence as performance measures. The MSE measures the difference in energy between the two compared signals and is defined as



MSE f , f =



X



f x −f x



2



dx



(15)



Csiszár 13 has introduced the I-Divergence,



I a, b = a ln



a − a−b b



to measure the distance of a function b to a function a. He has postulated a set of axioms of regularity (consistency, distinctness, and continuity) and locality that a distance measure should posses. He concluded that for functions that are
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required to be non-negative, the I-Divergence is the only consistent distance measure. Snyder14 has shown that maximizing the mean of the log likelihood of (3) is equal to minimizing Csiszár's I-Divergence,



I f, f = L f − E L f 







=



g x g x − g x + g x dx g x 



X



ln







(16)



3.3 Iterative optimization: Where to start and when to stop The two investigated restoration algorithms need a first guess to start their iterations. We have used the measured image m(x) as a first estimate f ( x ) to start the ICTM algorithm, and a image with a constant intensity equal to the average intensity of m(x) for the Richardson-Lucy algorithm15. The performance of the algorithms is highly dependent on the number of iterations. We have allowed the ICTM to converge, by stopping the algorithm when the change of the functional ( fk +1 − f k ) fk was smaller than a preset threshold value. We -6 have used a threshold value of 10 . We have used a similar approach for the Richardson-Lucy algorithm in previous research2. However, we found that method for stopping the Ricardson-Lucy algorithm did not always produce solutions that minimized the I-Divergence between f(x) and f ( x ) . (The Richardson-Lucy algorithm minimizes the I-Divergence between m(x) and f ( x ) convolved with h(x). Under noisy circumstances, adaptation to noise can decrease the latter measure, whereas it will increase the former). To allow for a fair comparison, we have therefore stopped the Richardson-Lucy algorithm when the minimum of the I-Divergence between f(x) and f ( x ) was reached. This is method of stopping the iteration is of course only possible in a simulation experiment, not in an experiment with real data. Therefore the question of how to stop the Richardson-Lucy algorithm needs to be investigated further. 3.4 Estimation of the regularization parameter The results of the ICTM algorithm depend strongly on the value of the regularization parameter λ: higher values of λ will result in smoother solutions (more regularization), lower values of λ will result in “crispier” results that are, in general, more sensitive to the noise in the image. Previous work2 compared several methods to estimate λ, as proposed by Galatsanos16. We found that the ICTM algorithm performed best with a value of λ calculated with the method of constrained least squares (CLS) and with generalized cross validation (GCV) algorithm. An advantage of the GCV method over the CLS method is that it does not need an estimate of the noise variance. However, we found that for images pre-filtered with a Gaussian, the GCV method did not produced reliable results. We have therefore used the CLS method in the experiment presented here. 3.5 Restoration of Spheres This experiment tests the influence of the proposed pre-filtering methods on the performance of the Richardson-Lucy and ICTM algorithm to restore spheres convolved with a confocal PSF and distorted by Poisson noise. The performance of the algorithms is measured with the MSE and I-Divergence measure as a function of the SNR. We have generated spheres with a radius of 1.0 µm, an object intensity is 200.0 and a background of 40.0 (see Figure 4). The images are 128 x 128 x 32 voxels in size, the SNR ranges from 1.0 to 256.0 (0.0 dB - 24.2 dB). Using (14) this corresponds to a range from 9.5 to 2435 photons per voxel in the object and 1.9 to 487 photons per voxel in the background.
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Figure 4. Object generation. From left to right the center x-y and x-z slices are shown of the object, the object convolved with the confocal PSF and its confocal image distorted with noise. Figure 5 show the I-Divergence performance of the Richardson-Lucy and ICTM algorithm as function of the signal-to-noise ratio. The mean-square-error performances of both algorithms are shown in Figure 6. The graphs clearly show the strong dependence of the performance of these algorithms on the SNR. Furthermore it shows the improvement of the Gaussian prefiltering on both algorithms. The proposed median pre-filtering, however, does not improve the results. We have used a Gaussian with a sigma of 1 voxel in all dimensions, and a median filter with a size of three voxels in all three dimensions. The center x-y and x-z slice of the restored images, for a confocal image with a SNR of 16.0, are shown in Figure 7. 0.1
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Figure 5. The I-Divergence performance of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm (left) and the ICTM algorithm (right) with and without median or Gaussian pre-filtering.
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Figure 6. The mean-square-error performance of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm (left) and the ICTM algorithm (right) with and without median or Gaussian pre-filtering.
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Figure 7. The center x-y and x-z slices of the results of Richardson-Lucy (top) and the ICTM algorithm (bottom) are shown without pre-filtering (left), and with median (middle) or Gaussian pre-filtering (right). The images are 128 x 128 x 32 voxels in size, the radius of the sphere is 1.0 µm and the SNR 16.0. The images are displayed with eight bit grey scale resolution, without stretching the intensities.
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4. CONCLUSIONS We have tested the performance of the Richardson-Lucy and ICTM restoration algorithms on simulated 3-D confocal images. Both algorithms greatly reduce diffraction-induced distortions of these images. However we found a strong dependence of their performance on the signal-to-noise ratio of the images. We propose a pre-filtering method to improve the restoration performance of images of which the SNR can not be improved during acquisition. This method reduces the noise by suppressing those parts of the image spectrum that do not contain any signal information or which are dominated by noise. We implemented this by either using a median or a Gaussian filter. In the latter case, the blurring of the filter can be compensated for by filtering the PSF with the same Gaussian. We showed that performance, measured by both the mean-square-error as the I-Divergence measure, is greatly improved for both algorithms. Pre-filtering with the median filter, however, does not improve the performance for the simulated confocal system. This could be caused by the non-linear blurring of edge by the median filter which does not conserve the total intensity. This is currently further investigated. The reader should be aware, that we have generated “simple” objects: spheres with a constant intensity, which could make these images more beneficial for the proposed pre-filtering method than images of more “complex” objects. For example, texture or cell cores, generally found in biological images have not been modeled. Furthermore, we have used a theoretical model of the confocal PSF, which does not model lens aberrations and refractive-index induced diffraction, which could influence the performance of the restoration methods in practical situations.
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